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EDITORIAL

Hunting on Public Lands

THROUGH the Public Land Law Review Commission the Congress

is now studying existing statutes, regulations, and policies of federal

agencies to determine what actions are needed to assure that the

public lands of the LInited States shall be managed in a manner

which will provide maximum benefit for the general public.

In the past two issues of Virginia Wildlife we have commented on

two questions pertinent to such a study and determination: first,

ownership by the several states of the resident wildlife resources on

all public lands; and secondly, orientation of public land manage-

ment objectives toward recreational and wildlife values rather than

commercial products.

The third and last in this series of comments on public land laws

and policies has to do with determining which public lands should

be opened for public hunting.

We would not advocate opening all public lands to hunting just

because they are public; but neither do we believe that it is reason-

able to keep large tracts of wild land closed to all hunting because

of such arbitrary considerations as which federal agency administers

them, the original purpose for which they were acquired, or previous

philosophy of management.

There is need to preserve some large units of public land in as

near a natural state as possible. Prohibiting logging, flower picking,

grazing and such activities is consistent with this purpose. But such

is not always the case with the arbitrary prohibition of all hunting.

An overmature climax forest may be preserved as representative of

the forest primeval. But as far as wildlife is concerned, we have

already altered forever the natural predator-prey relationships, and

to preserve either natural vegetation or normal wildlife populations

now it is sometimes necessary that man play the role of the large

predators that once kept other species in balance with their range.

We can no longer afford the luxury of wasting outdoor resources.

Wherever a surplus of game exists on lands whose size, location,

and other features make them suitable for public hunting, a valuable

recreational resource is going to waste if that surplus is not utilized

for hunting.

Most public land in Virginia is productive wildlife habitat; and

most, except military reservations, is concentrated in the western

regions of our state. The Virginia Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries is engaged in a continuing program of land acquisition,

building and adding to a statewide system of public hunting areas.

If all suitable publicly owned wildlife habitat in the state were

available for regulated hunting, the Virginia Commission could just

about close down further land procurement in the regions where

these federal lands lie, and concentrate its efforts in Piedmont and

Tidewater where most of our people live and where public hunting

areas are in shortest supply.

The decision as to whether to open any parcel of public land to

public hunting should be based upon such criteria as size, location,

status of wildlife populations, and possible real conflicts between

hunting and other uses and values; but not upon such arbitrary

criteria as whether the land is called a park or a forest. Land

suitable for designation as a wilderness area should have its potential

for public hunting subjected to particularly careful and unbiased

review. By its very nature most wilderness, without any interior

access roads or "facilities" to attract the masses, could support a

few weeks of hunting each fall which would be entirely compatible

with other uses.—J. F. Mc.

LETTERS

Law Enforcement

IN response to Mr. Learning's letter that ap-

peared in July's issue, I agree with what he
says, especially witii respect to game wardens.
The work they do is tremendous. I have hunt-

ed and fished for many years, and I have
gotten to know many game wardens. They
will hand over backwards to help you. The
police are your friends and should he treated

as such.

Speaking about police brutality, look at

how many have been killed while doing the
job that we pay them for. I say more power
to the law enforcement agencies.

James R. Parks

Fredericksburg

Fisherman's Luck

I KNOW that you can probably lay claim to

hearing more fish yarns than anyone else in

the state, but I simply couldn't pass up the

opportunity to add one to the list. In addition,

it affords me the opportunity to add my vote

of appreciation for the job you and others

are doing for this state of ours to make it

tiie finest recreational paradise a person who
likes to camp, fish, hunt, hike, or whatever,

could hope to find. I probably number among
thousands like me that continually use the

facilities available, share in the hopes and
dreams of conservation, admire the people
and their tireless dedication, but never really

take time to say—thank you.

Well, on with my tale. We camped on the

North Fork of the Shenandoah near Wood-
stock, and did our share of fishing. While

canoeing upstream, for a floatback, and trol-

ling a "Rapala," my rod and reel literally

jumped from the canoe and was gone in an

instant. This happened just as we were con-

centrating on negotiating some riffles up-

stream. We never found it, and continued our

journey for another mile or so before we
started back down.

When we were once again in the "fast

water" area at the head of the ill-fated riffle,

I anchored; for it was a smallmouth bass head-

quarters if I ever saw one. I got a bite on an

artificial worm and opened the reel bail, let

him have plenty of line, waited a few mo-

ments, reeled in slack, set the hook, and I

had a fish going for me for sure.

As I was reeling him in I realized that some-

thing odd was happening, and soon I saw
that my worm was caught in the rear treble

hooks of my lost Rapala. Naturally, I was
quite pleased, to say the least, that I had,

through a stroke of fantastic luck, recovered

my lost tackle, but the story does not end

here. Attached to the other set of the Rapala

treble hooks was the loop to a six-inch leader

from someone's bait rig, and on the hook

of that leader was a ten inch bass.

The only conclusion that I can come to

is that a bass was swimming around with a

leader stuck in his mouth, became entangled

with my lost Rapala, and meanwhile my
worm found the lost line, rode it down to the

Rapala, and also became hooked. At this point

I wonder who has the biggest story to take

home—the fish, or myself.

Wesley L. Mann (Bud)

Springfield



IT
Mas Indian summer; the smell of gunpowder hung like

ghosts in the air: and yet they kept coming, swarming

into the field from all sides. The shooting could be

heard as far as the courthouse several miles away. The corn

had been picked in this field earlier. Shells were scattered

about like grain. Actually, it was 1965; the grey-coats were

doves; and the shells were shotgun hulls.

Reality came back in a jolt as Frank yelled, '"Here they

come!" A small flight of doves boiled over me, darting,

swooping, and then dipping until they were only three or

four feet from the ground. I swung on the last bird and

managed to drop it. Just as soon as I had left my blind to

retrieve the fallen dove, more came over. It never fails

—

big flocks always appear whenever I'm caught in the open.

This opening day shoot had been planned about three

weeks earlier when a friend, Frank Hanenkrat, asked,

"Would you like to go dove hunting opening day?" After

ominous looking clouds overhead but quickly forgot about

them in my excitement over the opening day shoot. We had

just stepped inside Mr. Hanenkrat's house when the bottom

fell. It was twelve o'clock and the dove season was open,

but outside rain was coming down in sheets.

Finally around one o'clock Frank glanced out the window
and said. "'The rain is down to a drizzle; let's go." Wolfing

down the rest of Mrs. Hanenkrat's pie and iced tea. we
stormed out of the kitchen. Mr. Hanenkrat picked up his

Model 58 Remington and one box of shells. Frank im-

mediately chided, "You'll never get 12 doves with one box

of shells." Mr. Hanenkrat replied matter of factly. "We'll

see." Later we found he wasn't joking. Frank grabbed his

Walther-16 gauge double and two boxes of shells; and I

likewise got my "97 Winchester and a couple of boxes of

reloads. After a short drive in Mr. Hanenkrat's truck, we
arrived at his brother's service station—the appointed meet-

By JOHN H. GILLESPIE
Richmond

Commission photo by Kesteloo

letting out a few exclamations. I "allowed as how" I might

like to "bust" a few hulls at them.

My wife and I are both native Tennesseans; but we moved
to Richmond where I began working at DuPont after gradu-

ating as a chemical engineer. Dove hunting was excellent

in middle Tennessee, and I usually hunted the first two

weeks of the season each year. For the first two years in

Richmond my dove hunting was quite sparse, since 1 had

less hunting time and found few doves. It was under these

conditions that Frank had asked if I liked dove hunting.

After "chafing at the bit"' for a week, I started out bright

and early Saturday morning on opening day, driving the

ninety miles from Richmond to Appomattox in record

time. After meeting Frank at the local drugstore, we drove

over to his father's house to plan the shoot. The weather-

man had forecast rain on Saturday, but I had paid little

attention. As Frank drove through town, I noticed some

place. A jeep and several other cars were already there.

Inside. Frank introduced me to his friends. Watkins Abbitt,

Jr., driver of the jeep; Jessie Osborne; Paul Drinkard; and

several others. Discussion began immediately on the field

to hunt. Watkins said. "I checked Thomson's farm last week

and he had several hundred in that picked cornfield." Paul

injected. "Hut that was last week; it may be empty by

now." Everyone decided it was worth a try since we could

be in the field in 20 minutes.

This shoot was beginning just as many others had in

the past; by deciding on the best field from scouting re-

ports, then checking it out. In Tennessee and Virginia the

best shooting is over a mechanically harvested cornfield,

"hogged"' cornfield (livestock actually do the harvesting)

or grain field where the shooters surround the field or

fields.

There are two schools of thought as to the proper gun
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to use. Some people favor open-choked guns with small

shot; others favor full-choked guns and high based No. 6

or 7I/2 shot shells. I personally like a skeet-choked barrel

and No. 8 or 9 shot for shooting over a field. Here the

doves really stage a performance of acrobatics. The full-

choked gun boys indulge in longer range pass shooting

between the birds" feeding ground and watering hole and/or

roost. This pass shooting may be enjoyable, but the doves

just don't "strut their stuff" on a full stomach "breezing"

along at 45 or 50 mph. Just get in the proper field and

watch those birds come in diving like fighter planes, taking

evasive action from the fire below. When you connect on

one of these, brother, you've accomplished something!

The sky was still overcast and drizzling rain, but we were

in the field by 2 o'clock and willing to get a little wet to

"bust a few hulls."

In front of us was a ten-acre cornfield about five times

as long as it was wide with a waist high weed patch on

one side. Frank suggested, "John, you, Watkins, and the

rest spread out in this field; Dad and I'll go to this other

small corn field. That way we'll keep them moving." We
hadn't walked 10 yards into the field when Jessie yelled,

"Watkins, get that flushing dove!" To my surprise Watkins

not only shot at the bird but hit it; it was a good 55 or

60 yards away. Of course, I forgot to mention Watkins was

using high base No. 6 shot in a single barrel 12 gauge with

a 36 inch extra full choke! That was only the first of

several spectacular shots he made that day.

When Watkins shot, at least 100 doves flushed from the

far end of the field. That was all the encouragement we

needed. Rain or no rain we were ready to do some shoot-

ing! "Jessie, this spot looks good to me," I said standing

in a spot where the weeds made a bend in the corn field.

We had just got settled when the doves started coming

back. Over the tree line, across the weed patch, and dipping

down into the corn field, they came in bunches of two to

a dozen. Watkins was crouched in the middle of the field

by a telephone pole. Several birds made a bee-line to the

wire but never made it; that big twelve boomed, dropping

one and turning the other three towards me. On they came

as I hid in the weeds savoring the thought of dropping

the bird with my first shot on opening day. This is some-

thing that has bugged me for a long time—wanting to get

that bird with the first shot of a new season. It just seems

to start things off" in the right perspective. The hammer
seemed to cock itself when the doves were sixty yards away;

at thirty yards I raised up and swung on the lead bird and

squeezed the trigger. In that moment, even though the recoil

jars your vision, you sense, more than see, the dove stop

in mid-air, and the smell of powder reaches your nostrils.

Even before I could congratulate myself for hitting with

my first shot, Watkins yelled, "Look out behind you!" I

wheeled and saw a pair of doves about fifteen feet off the

ground and coming like sixty. Immediately upon seeing me
they swerved to the right, allowing me to shoot at least four

feet behind one of them. After retrieving the other dove, it

seemed everyone was shooting at once. However, my shoot-

ing was to little avail; I missed the next five shots straight.

When getting in this kind of rut, I develop all kinds of

quirks. I try to be very precise and lead a bird just the

right amount; actually all I accomplish is to forget to fol-

low through after squeezing the trigger.

My problem was solved from above ; the clouds suddenly

opened up and began pouring rain. After braving it for a

few minutes, the doves left so we decided to do likewise.

By the time we got to the truck we were drenched. Frank

asked. "Well, how many have you got?" Ashamed to say

one I replied instead. "Oh. not too many. How about you?"

He answered, "Three. I heard you shoot at least eight times,

Dad. How many?" Mr. Hanenkart reached into his hunt-

ing coat and produced five plump doves. Fifteen minutes

later the rain stopped for good. Frank suggested, "Go with

us to this other field—you'll get more shooting." Not want-

ing to admit that I had been getting plenty of shooting but

hitting little, I meekly tagged along.

This field was in the shape of a dog leg. Frank was

situated in the bend by several large trees; Mr. Hanenkrat

and I were along the side near the other cornfield. Shortly,

four doves flew up the hollow to the bend where Frank

stood. His Walther dropped one and turned the other three

toward Mr. Hanenkrat and me. Mr. Hanenkrat said, "John,

take the two on the left and I'll get the one on the right."

The birds came within forty yards but saw us and turned.

We shot one apiece, but mine fluttered down crippled ; I

had to flush and shoot it again. This occurred again very

shortly; therefore, I decided to return to my original stand.

This dog leg cornfield was too bare and the doves were

swerving before they came in range of my skeet bore but

were sufficiently close for Mr. Hanenkrat's modified.

Still having only three doves, I started back to my patch

of weeds. Watkins was still by the telephone pole. "How
many do you have?" I quizzed, to which he answered,

"Eight or ten."

Realizing that everyone had at least twice as many doves

as I really made me get down to some serious shooting.

Luckily the doves were cooperating by coming over one or

two at a time. The weeds kept me well concealed; con-

sequently, the birds weren't flaring away from me as they

were in the other field. I grounded three of them before

having an opportunity to retrieve the first; however, they

all fell in the bare cornfield and were easy to find. Just as

I stuffed the last one in my hunting vest, Watkins yelled,

"Over your head!" Instinctively throwing the gun to my
shoulder, I caught a dove right over the vented rib just

like No. 1 high house in skeet. The dove was hit but not

fatally; it coasted into the weeds about 75 yards from my
stand. Whenever going dove hunting, I always manage to

drop at least two or three doves in high weeds a consider-

able distance away. This particular bird was the first today

but probably not the last. I picked a landmark in line with

the spot where the dove hit; then disregarding any and all

doves around I walked a straight line to where I thought it

fell. Seeing no feathers on the ground or weeds, I laid a

handkerchief in a prominent place and started walking in

ever increasing concentric circles. Sure enough, after about

5 minutes of searching I saw it lying under the weeds stone

dead. Ninety percent of the time, I'll find the dove or get

close enough to make him flutter if he is alive.

On the way back to the stand I decided to make a swing

through the weeds near the tree line. About twenty steps

later birds were everywhere, but they weren't doves. These

were real birds—quail, that is. As soon as the first bird was

off the ground, the gun was on my shoulder by reflex action,

It was a temptation to squeeze the trigger as I found one of

those big brown beauties over the rib. Finally all thirty or

so had flushed and I had recovered sufficiently to return to

the stand.

I didn't have a wrist watch but by sun time it looked

close to five o'clock. The groups of doves working in the

(Continued on page 22)
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By KATHERINE W. MOSELEY
Rixeyville

THIS spring a mockingbird moved to our acres above

the Hazel River. To have a mockingbird live nearby is

not a rare thing in Virginia but to not have one is.

There were mockingbirds on the wires above the state road

that passed our lane. There were mockingbirds on the lawns

of other country houses, but so far as we knew there were

none on our land.

One reason could be that the house for many years had

been used only for weekends. Until we moved out to stay

there was not the lawn care, naturalistic plantings and at-

tention to landscaping. Mockingbirds seem to prefer spacious

lawns, gracious trees and friendly people as neighbors.

On a cold March morning we heard one singing from one

of the hemlocks that rimmed the knoll. Even though the day

was raw with a tinge of snow the newcomer sang his way

from the hemlock east to a fence post, then to a pine tree

on the rise above the house before returning again to the

hemlock. We knew that he was staking out territory bound-

ary lines with his eloquent arias. In a couple of weeks he

was joined by a female and they decided the place was

good and became possessive property owners.

Their courtship was pleasant to wall h and to hear. We
were privileged to see the courtship dance. The birds drop-

ped to the ground from the low rail fence, with heads and

tails held high. They hopped up and down and then side-

ways, then repeated the steps very like the order of a

square dance. Suddenly they both flew up into the air for

about three feet in what seemed a whirling spiral of white-

rimmed wings. Then to the ground again and immediately

one flew to the pine tree, the other to the fence and then

to the pine.

It was after the dance that the mockingbird's voice reach-

ed near perfection. There were daytime rhythms as varied

and subtle as the wind; there were twilight songs that seem-

ed to be sobbed by a plaintive harmonica. Melodies at

midnight were pure magic.

Devoted and tireless parents tend demanding infants.

Commission photo by Harrison
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With a deep-Sou-fh heritage, they're the out-singingest, out-fightingest

birds in the land.

The pair built their bulky, loosely woven nest in the

unpruned wild blackberry bushes just over the fence. There

were four blueish-green, brown-freckled eggs and later four

pale brown infant birds. The young mockingbird in juvenal

plumage is quite unlike the parents. By September there

is the first full winter plumage which is practically adult.

The parents were devoted and tireless in feeding the

demanding infants. The male became a dynamo of energy.

Not only did he gather food and feed it to his young but

he went into the role of defender and warrior. He attacked

birds twice his size. He dive-bombed any cat or dog that

appeared in the yard. He drove away the crows that fly a

regular course over the house. He was, in fact, an aggressive

terror.

The mockingbirds seem to have a built-in compulsion to

be the out-singingest, out-fightingest birds in the land. With

a deep-South heritage they have slowly conquered by charm

and courage every state northward and westward and made

the states their own. Not as handsome as redbirds, not as

impeccable in dress as the woodpeckers, not as beguiling as

the bluebirds, the mockingbirds have an appeal all their own.

They each wear a neat trim, gray suit with a long wedge-

shaped tail and conspicuous white-tipped wings. Their

valor is boundless and their voices indescribably beautiful.

There is no doubt that the place of the mockingbird as a

songster is unrivaled. H the song sparrow or brown thrasher

sings with super-chaste purity, the mockingbird fills the air

with caressingly beautiful notes. He sings a phrase and then

repeats it to improve the melody. He often will repeat with

changes several times in one song and in each repetition

there will be a richer, more velvety shading. Through the

love season he is at his best, often serenading; his mate

throughout the night, a trait not appreciated by human light

sleepers. The mocker also has a whisper song that is soft

and infinitely tender.

As a mimic the bird is unchallenged. He easily creaks like

a grackle. clucks like a hen, cries like a cat. He has mastered

the notes of the cricket and the spring peeper. Before we

moved to the country we lived in a pleasant city with more

concrete than grass, more poles than trees. One day I

heard a bobwhite call. A bobwhite in the city? I ran to

every window and there was no quail; instead a mocking-

bird perched high on a pole voiced the plaintive, nostalgic

cry. Surely here was a bird raised near leafy country lanes

where often trailed a covey of gentle quail. A song heard

seems imprinted forever in his memory.

My first recollection of the mockingbird goes back to

childhood. We had a wisteria-covered back porch where we

played and had many meals. A younger sister could not

pronounce some consonants and could not say "Quit." So

we older ones would tease and pester her in order to hear

her cry out, "Twit it." This went on for several weeks until

one morning at breakfast with the little sister serenely eat-

ing cereal we heard her voice cry out from the wisteria

vines, "Twit it. Twit it. Twit it." Of course it was the

eavesdropping mockingbird.

The story is often told that when the Singing Tower in

Florida was created nightingales were imported from Europe

and kept in cages to add beauty and music to the place. The

birds adjusted to their new home and did sing their famous

songs. However, soon nightingale music was heard all over

the neighborhood and later across the countryside. The

imported birds were still in their cages, but the Florida

mockers knew a good song when they heard it and added

it to their repertoire.

A friend who lives in an apartment in the city has for

many years fed raisins on her windowsill to a mockingbird.

He is a frequent, demanding guest. One early summer

evening she sat with others in a garden close to the apart-

ment site but not of it. They all noticed the antics of a

mockingbird. He would dart almost into the group and then

fly into a tree and scold. Finally our friend sighed. "That

must be my mocker. He wants me to go home and feed

him." As she left the group the bird flew along over

her head until she went inside her door and placed raisins

on the sill. He ate them very smugly.

There are times we wonder about our hospitality to our

family of mockingbirds. They make life miserable for the

two elderly Siamese cats who. at their age, are content to

live and let live. They fight all birds and squirrels at the

feeders out of pure orneriness since they never eat grain. Yet

we welcome them as neighbors. They have helped make our

house a home.

I read somewhere that the birdsongs that are most ap-

pealing are always the ones heard early in life, for it is then

the birdsong of home. These mockers with us now could

be in looks, behavior, and song the same ones we knew in

Mississippi and Alabama. Mockingbirds make themselves

at home with mankind, building nests close by, singing down
the chimney. The price of hospitality is small to pay for

magical minstrels on our acres. When the mockingbirds

sing, it is easy to imagine that the choir of angels pauses

to listen and applaud.
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COMMISSION-OWNED LAKES;

By H. L. GILLAM
Information Officer

AIRFIELD Lake, located in eastern Sussex County just over the

Southampton County line, was one of the Commission's early

lake-building attempts. The 105-acre lake was completed in 1947 and

has a large watershed resulting in a great inflow of water. Consequently,

the lake cannot be fertilized and managed in the normal manner. It

does provide some good to excellent fishing in an area where other

freshwater fishing is quite limited.

The lake is situated in the midst of an agricultural section, and the

lake is surrounded by mixed hardwoods and pines. It is about 12

feet deep at the deepest point and has quite a few submerged weeds,

algae and water lilies in the shallow areas. These weeds are treated on

an annual basis.

A concessionaire maintains about six boats with electric motors for

use on the lake. They are available on a year-round basis. Bait, food

and tackle are available at Wakefield.

Airfield is one of the few lakes where bass fishing is better in early

fall than in the early spring. The largemouth begin to hit in September

and bass fishing reaches its peak in October. The lake also has a good

population of bluegills which provide good action during the summer
and into early September. The lake also has a fair population of fliers

which give anglers some good action from mid-summer to late fall.

Chain pickerel at Airfield hit best in the early spring. Some crappie

and a few bullhead catfish are also found in the lake.

In addition fo a good bass and
blueglll population, the lake has

fliers (a species of sunfish),

pickerel, crappie and a few

catfish. Weeds are treated regu-

larly so that they don't become
a problem to anglers.

Boats with electric motors are

available at Airfield Lake, but

bait and tackle must be obtained

elsewhere. The lake is located In

an attractive setting of mixed
hardwoods and pines.
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Modern Wildlife

Law Enrorcement

Policy

By JOHN H. McLaughlin
Chief, Laiv Enforcement Division

THE earliest attempts toward the management of wild-

life resources involved some sort of enforcement. So

far as we know the first written record of a game
management effort is found in the Mosaic law in Deuter-

onomy 22:6 which states, "If a bird's nest chance to be

before thee in the way, in any tree or on the ground, with

young ones or eggs, and the dam setting upon the young
or the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with the young:

thou shalt in any wise let the dam go, but the young thou

mayest take unto thyself; that it may be well with thee,

and that thou mayest prolong thy days."

We believe that this regulation, which came from the

primitive Hebrew tribes, evolved through their reverence

for life. They accepted the fact that their basic needs must

be met for food and raiment, but that indiscriminate killing

of wildlife could not be condoned, that this type of be-

havior could lead to the extinction of wildlife species, and

that adequate breeding stock must be maintained. A viola-

tion of the law became a wrong against the entire tribe

or society, and the people believed in the power of God

Presented to the Law Enforcement Section, Southeastern Association
of Game and Fish Commissioners, at Asheville, North Carolina, October
25, 1966.

There must be mutual understanding and support between law enforce-

ment officers and sportsmen. The threat of a day in court is an effective

deterrent, but uncompromising social disapproval of violation of

conservation laws would be even more so.

¥:P'\^

Better trained and equipped than ever before, the law enforcement
officer occupies an essential place with other professional members of

the game and fish management team.

and expected Him to make retribution. In addition to this,

the offender was the subject of social disapproval. I be-

lieve this to be a most important element. When the

poacher's boast falls on unsympathetic or even hostile ears,

we will have passed a major milestone.

In the Mongol Empire of Asia in 1259 the Great Kahn,

Kublai Kahn. prohibited hunting through the game breeding

seasons (March to September). We do not know what

penalties he prescribed, but we believe them to be extremely

harsh because his interest is further exhibited in the fact

that he even planted food patches for game as evidenced

by Marco Polo's record which states, "Near to this city is

a valley frequented by great numbers of partridges and

quails, for whose food the Great Khan causes millet, and

other grains suitable for such birds to be sown along the

sides of it every season and gives strict command that no

person shall dare reap the seed; in order that the birds may
not be in want of nourishment."

In twelfth century England hunting rights were nearly

entirely reserved for royalty. For those with the highest

stations in life, there were reserved "Forests" for their

hunting amusement. For royalty of lesser degree. "Chases"

were reserved which were areas of smaller size. Trespassers

were often executed.

We find that even twentieth century game management

has its roots in enforcement. Our early Game Departments

were composed almost entirely of enforcement people. These

early efforts toward game and fish management in our

country involved protection, rationing and obtaining com-

pliance with license requirements in order to obtain absolute

protection through the breeding season, insure a fair share

through bag and creel limits, and require that those who
enjoy the sport pay the bill. This constituted game and fish

management in the not-too-distant past. From this begin-

ning we have run a complete cycle whereby we climbed

into the saddle of a new idea and rode it completely into

the ground before we would admit that it in itself was not

(Continued on page 20)
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IT
wasn't too many years ago that agricultural surpluses

seemed to be the rule of the day, according to Rem-
ington's News Bureau. Pundits were busy pontificating

on the evils of paying people not to grow things and poli-

ticians were viewing with alarm the problems of cold storage

warehouses full of butter and wheat rotting in open storage

areas because there wasn't enough granary space.

All that has changed overnight, however, and now we
find ourselves faced with the actual possibility of shortages

of some crops. Rather than discouraging farmers, we are

back in a situation where we want more food produced.

Anyone who follows the news knows the reasons. Vast

numbers of the world's ever-growing population live on the

constant brink of starvation and those countries fortunate

enough, as we are, to be able to produce more food than

they need for their own consumption are trying to help

those in poorer circumstances.

This very real need for increased agricultural production

poses some problems for wildlife, however. Our own popu-

lation explosion with its attendant boom in new housing

developments, industrial parks, and shopping developments

is one part of the difficulty. All this new construction results

in the elimination of land once available for game habitat

and farming. This, in turn, results in the need for more in-

tensive cropping of available farm land and the temptation

to try to use marginal areas for agriculture. The end result

could be a thoughtless return to the destructive farming

practices of the 1920's which ultimately resulted in the dust

bowls of the 30's. In this kind of situation everyone loses

Remington News Letter, RcminRton Arms Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut.

and all for a temporary increase in production.

Fortunately, it doesn't have to happen this way. however.

New scientific farming techniques are constantly being de-

veloped which can result in increased productivity from

existing farm land. In addition a number of private and

public agencies are hard at work on projects designed to

show that sound farming and good wildlife management
practices are compatible.

Remington Farms, which is operated by Remington Arms
Company. Inc.. is a case in point. This 3.000-acre wildlife

management demonstration area is located on the Chesa-

peake Bay in Maryland. It is operated as a going farm with

crops ranging from corn and soybeans to beef cattle. Game
biologists work hand-in-glove with professional farmers to

insure maintenance of high populations of wildlife.

The results, during the ten years of Remington's steward-

ship, have been dramatic. Production of agricultural prod-

ucts and livestock on the area rivals the best farms in that

fertile part of the country. Equally as important, populations

of deer, rabbits, quail and squirrels are higher than ever

and the wintering waterfowl numbers are also up.

In large measure this has been accomplished by using

marginal areas for planting of food and cover crops designed

to hold and build wildlife. Experience has proven that these

areas are not economical to farm and that the cover crops

require little or no maintenance once planted. In addition,

they are a big factor in controlling erosion.

Programs similar to Remington's lend themselves to any

farm and ofTer a real hope of maintaining a sensible means

of achieving optimum cultivation of both agricultural and

wildlife crops.
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Bowhunters Jamboree
By HARRY GILLAM
Information Ofjicer

I.\

mid-September bowhunters from all parts of Virginia

and some from neighboring states, armed to the teeth

with hunting bows and broadhead arrows, will head

for a small piece of real estate north of Wytheville belong-

ing to the Wythe Bowhunters Archery Club. For two days

they will pour volleys of arrows at deer, bear, turkeys,

raccoons, grouse, foxes and groundhogs, but none will re-

turn home with fresh meat regardless of their prowess with

the bow and arrow . The attraction will be the Annual Bow-

hunters Jamboree sponsored by the Virginia Bowhunters

Association to give archers a chance to test their skill and

equipment under as nearly actual hunting conditions as

possible.

The unique range located 8.5 miles north of Wytheville

and 12 miles south of Bland on Routes 21 and 52 will

feature a wide variety of stationary and moving animal

targets. One of the most challenging will be a running deer

target which traverses a 100-foot course at varying speeds

and is shot from a variety of distances. Targets are life

size in natural color and are three-dimensional, resembling

mounted animals. A special 28 target range features native

Virginia animals in natural habitat settings to simulate

actual hunting conditions. Other novel targets include a

rotating balloon target and a "squirrel in the tree" target.

Range ''A" will feature conventional straw butts and

official animal round targets with distances marked for

competitive shooting in l)Owhunters' bare bow and freestyle

classes. Prizes and trophies will be awarded for top scores.

Various contests are also scheduled using the 3-D targets,

both moving and stationary.

The jamboree is scheduled for Saturday and Sunday.

September 16 and 17. In addition to the actual shooting,

there will be an animal-calling contest Saturday night and a

big buck contest for racks bagged during the 1966-67 sea-

son. Archers must bring their mounted head or antlers with

skull attached to compete. Slides and movies will be shown

Saturday night providing entertainment for the whole

family. Kxhibits will be set up by the Commission of Game
and Inland Fisheries and others. A Jamboree Queen and

her court will be on hand to welcome bow hunters and

their families.

Camping is available on the premises with water and

toilet facilities conveniently located. Dark Horse Hollow,

a Jefferson National Forest camp ground, is located one-

fourth mile from the Jamboree Headquarters. Motel accom-

modations are available within ?> to 5 miles. Food and

refreshments will be available on the grounds during the

event.

Any interested archer or bow hunter is invited to join in

the fun and festivities. Membership in an archery club or

the Virginia Bowhunters Association is not required. In

fact, it is the large segment of the state's bowhunters who

don't belong to any organized group that the jamboree

promoters would most like to reach. These are the persons

who frequently have limited opportunity for practice and

little occasion to chat with other bowhunters and to see

the latest in bowhunting equipment. Over $500 in prizes

will be given away during the event. Archers are advised

to bring target arrows, field arrows, broadhead arrows and

blunts since range facilities will be set up to offer shooting

opportunities for each.
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Archers rush up to check

their hits and retrieve their

arrows at the runnlrig deer

target, one of the most

popular at the 1966 Bow-

hunters Jamboree.

Bowhunters on the firing

line test their hunting

equipment on targets which

simulate actual Virginia

game animals at the 1966

Bowhunters Jamboree in

Wytheville.
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DIGRESSING AFTER
DRAGONS By CARSTEN AHRENS

Pittsburgh

I
KNOW when and where I experienced my first dragon-

flies. My brother had taken me on my initial fishing

adventure. I carried a bamboo rod equipped with the

usual line, hook, sinker, and a bottle cork. He carried two

of the same plus a stringer, and a coffee can filled with dirt

and angleworms. I was so young that he threaded the worms

on the hook for me.

We fished in a county ditch overhung with willows and

cottonwoods that crossed the farm and caught bullheads,

"sunnies," and yellow perch. Though I do not recall the fish

we carried home, I do know I was "caught" by the slender

China-blue and black bodied, many-veined winged insects,

each like an animated enameled jewel, that perched motion-

lessly on the cork or the tip of the fishing

rod.

From that moment, says my wife, I've been

digressing at every opportunity after dragon-

flies . . . my spare time frittered away! Well,

I never wanted to be in "Who's Who Among
Pedagogues" anyway.

While these small insects perched on the

rod, their bigger relatives were hawking up

and down the crick (the county ditch was

known locally as Slow Crick), attacking each

other in a slam-bang fashion without seeming injury to

either insect. I learned the big speedy fellows were called

dragonflies and the smaller ones were the damselflies. Any-

one can tell them apart for the dragons always rest with

their glassy wings spread wide open while the damsels

close their wings so they are in line with the slender

abdomens.

As orders of insects go. this one, the Odonata. is a very

small one. Around the world, beetles number in the hundreds

of thousands of species, while the Odonata on this sphere

include only between four and five thousand species. North

of the Rio Grande River in America there are about 450

species.

Little is known about these most interesting of insects.

They do not sting, hum annoyingly, destroy crops, parasitize

livestock, eat clothing, or chew up the foliage. Since they

do no harm, just eat zillions of mosquitoes and other in-

sects, "serious" entomologists, the economic type, have

pretty much ignored them. I looked through the 1965 issues

of the publication, "Entomological News," and while there

were many discussions about "important" insects, there

wasn't a single article about, not even a reference to,

dragonflies or damselflies.

The order has many common names. In various parts

of the world they are known as snake feeders or snake

doctors or devil's darning needles . . . even mosquito hawks
and horseflies. All of them hatch from eggs deposited in

water or in plant material in or above water. The naiad (or

nymph), as the immature insect is called, crawls on six

long legs about submerged vegetation or in or under the

debris at the bottom of a pond or stream.

The naiads are constantly hungry and they lie in wait,

almost catlike, to seize for food other insects, an occasional

minnow, or each other. They don't capture prey with their

jaws or feet as other insects do. but grab and hold a

victim with an amazingly protrusible, pincher-like lower

lip! Hunger makes them cannibals, too: once I had two

large naiads in a small container. One night I forgot to put

in their food. In the morning only one naiad remained.

Eating is something of a rite. While they hold the prey

with this unique lower lip (the labium), the sidewise-work-

ing upper and lower jaws (the mandibles and maxiUae) skin

and devour the victim. They dine slowly, occasionally al-

lowing the piece de resistance to rest on a leaf while with

the forefeet they "clean their teeth." I've clocked the naiad

of the common green darner as he prepared and ate an inch

long bullhead, and 59 minutes elapsed before he seemed to

sigh contentedly to view the tiny clean skeleton and the

outer coverings of what was once a fine young fish.

After months or even years, depending

chiefly on the species, the temperature, and the

availability of food in the habitat, the naiad

period comes to an end. The miniature in-

sect crawls out of the water, claws itself

firmly to a support, forces itself out through

a cleft in the old skin, develops wings where

there were only inconspicuous pads, and ex-

changes the gills that were used to remove

oxygen from the water for a complicated sys-

tem of tubes for aerial breathing ... a whole

series of minor miracles. Like the naiad, the adult-to-be con-

tinues to have the huge compound eyes, composed of hun-

dreds of facets; six long, five-jointed, often spiny legs, a hard

exoskeleton, and an unbelievable appetite. Months later, the

cast off skin, still firmly anchored, will still be clinging

stiffly to the reed.

In a short time as it swings in the wind above the water

it has just deserted, the developing insect spreads and

dries its multi-veined, often highly colored and spotted or

banded wings; it learns to breathe in a new way; it dis-

covers that aerial insects are just as tasty as aquatic fare;

it suddenly realizes what its new wings are for: to speed like

an arrow into the wide blue yonder ... to careen with the

winds ... to coast on sunbeams ... to zoom down on a

crane fly and with its legs scoop it into its ever-hungry

mouth with such dispatch that the long-legged victim prob-

ably never knew its brief life was over!

Once the insect has left its quiet, soft-toned, even-

temperatured underwater world and has adjusted to the

harsh, brilliantly lighted, changeable aerial existence, it

cannot go back again. It will return to the stream or pond

for egg laying, but never again will it clamber over the

submerged water weeds or capture another minnow.

Dragons and damsels come in all colors: greens, reds,

blues, browns, blacks. Their sizes among present-day rela-

tives are from one to six inches in length, and the wing-

spread is about the same. This wasn't true when the world

was young. Dragonflies antedate the dinosaurs, fossils

prove, and once they were monsters with wingspread of

three feet. If they were as ever hungry as their descendants

are today—^and they probably were—the lesser beasts of

that far-off time must have regarded them as ogres of the

first order!
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FISH CITATION ENTRIES UP 50'^°. Virginia fishermen were off to a good start, with applications
for Trophy Fish Citations up some 50% during the first half of 1967. A total of

378 applications were received during the first half of the year as opposed to 243

during the same period last year. Much of the increase was in the pickerel, small-
mouth, striped bass and sunfish categories.

Several contest records were shattered, including an 8 pound brown trout from Philpott
which beat the old 7 pound 145!j ounce mark set last year, a 9 pound 14 ounce rainbow
which topped the 7 pound 12 ounce record set in 1964, and a 4 pound l^A ounce crappie

from Commission-owned Lake Conner which aced out the 4 pound 8 ounce specimen taken
from Beech Hollow Lake in 1965. A 12 pound 12 ounce largemouth from Gaston
topped the 12 pound 8 ounce bigmouth taken last year, a 28 pound 8 ounce striper
from Kerr Dam put down the 24 pound 12 ounce specimen taken there last year, and a 2

pound 12 ounce white bass from Claytor topped a 2 pound 5)^ ouncer from that lake. A
7 pound pickerel from Western Branch tied the current record for that species and

a 2 pound 9 ounce bluegill from a Culpeper County pond came close to tying the

2 pound 10 ounce record mark for sunfish.

50 TONS OF WILDLIFE SEEDS DISTRIBUTED TO LANDOWNERS. Nearly 50 tons of wildlife food and

cover planting materials were distributed free this spring to landowners across

Virginia by the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries, Game Management Field

Coordinator Kit Shaffer reports. Properly planted, these seeds will yield 33,000
one-eighth acre wildlife food and cover plots. A total of 12,826 landowners co-

operated in this year's habitat improvement program, an increase over partici-
pation during the previous year.

The materials included the Commission's game bird mix, sericea and bicolor lespedeza
seeds which were distributed free to landowners and interested groups by game bi-

ologists and wardens. Requests for the materials are accepted by Game Commission
personnel early in the spring. The game bird mixture is packaged in 3 pound bags
considered sufficient to plant a Ve acre food plot. Long narrow strips along field
edges are considered the most productive form of food or cover patch.

Distribution was heaviest in the southwest Piedmont section. Other heavy distribution
points included northern Virginia, the eastern Piedmont, the southern Tidewater
area and southwest Virginia.

DOVE, RAIL SEASONS SET. A split dove season totaling 70 half days of shooting and
paralleling last year's dates was selected by the Virginia Commission of Game and
Inland Fisheries. The season dates are September 16 through November 4, and
December 18 through January 6. Shooting hours remain noon until sunset, standard
time, each day. The bag limit of 12 daily and 24 in possession is the same as that in

effect last season.

The rail season was set to open September 15, a Friday preceding a period of high tides,

and end on Thanksgiving Day, November 23. The bag limits on rails were liberalized
with hunters allowed 15 clapper and king rails daily, plus 15 sora, Virginia and
yellow rails. In practice, it won't be much different from last year's limit of 15

combined since the clapper and king inhabit salt marshes and the others are found
in freshwater marsh areas. Gallinules, a coot-like bird, were not included
with the rail season as they have been in past years.

Woodcock season was lengthened by 15 days and wll extend from November 20 through January
23. Wilson snipe season will begin November 20 and end January 8. Bag limits of 5

woodcock and 8 snipe daily were unchanged. Shooting hours on rails, snipe and wood-
cock were extended allowing shooting from ^i hour before sunrise until sunset instead
of sunrise to sunset hours in effect last season.
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MANAGED dove hunting on public lanes is a relatively new innovation in

Mrginia. but it is catching on fast.

Specially prepared dove fields on eight public hunting areas have

turned out to be attractive both to doves and hunters. Food is the main factor

that attracts and holds concentrations of doves during early fall, and this they

find in abundance in the managed dove fields. In some fields grains are planted

in rows separated by nearly bare landing strips. (Doves do not like to land

in thick vegetation.) Harvests of field crops are timed so that gleanings will

attract and hold concentrations of doves from mid-September through October.

No special fees are charged to hunt these managed areas. A valid hunting

license is all that is required. On Commission of Game and Fisheries' Wildlife

Management Areas, check-in and check-out procedures are cut to a bare

minimum. Hunters issue themselves permits as they enter, and leave a simple

report of time spent and game killed by placing it in a convenient mail box

at the exit as they leave.

For safety reasons, and because of the possibility of rurming afoul of

military training activities, hunters on the military reservations check in and

out through central stations where they can receive necessary briefings. Be-

cause of the large number of military personnel and civilian employees at

Quantico. and the high level of training activity on that reservation, hunting by

persons not stationed or employed there is necessarily restricted.

Annual call count surveys indicate that dove nesting populations this spring

were slightly below those of 1966 over the eastern part of the United States as

a whole, and in Virginia were back to about the 1965 level after a significant

increase had been noted last year. However, fall populations may be more
affected by nesting success during the summer than by spring nesting popu-

lations, and recent observations of summer populations, especially those on and
in the vicinity of the Commission's Wildlife Management Areas, indicate that

there will be good concentrations using the managed fields when the season

opens.

Last year fields at Camp Pickett and Hawfield produced best opening day
hunter success, averaging about 5 birds per hunter. The previous year Elm Hill

was the early season hot spot.

ELM HILL WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA: Located

in Mecklenburg County immediately below the John H.

Kerr dam on the north side of the Roanoke River, Elm Hill

was acquired in 1965 and is being developed primarily as

a waterfowl refuge to attract and hold ducks and geese to

provide waterfowl shooting on Kerr Reservoir. Prior to

arrival of its wintering population of waterfowl it yields

superb dove hunting, and it also serves as a first class field

trial area.

POWHATAN WILDLIFE MANAGE-
MENT AREA: This tract located only

33 miles west of Richmond was pur-

chased in 1963 to test the feasibility

of managing relatively small acreages

to provide public hunting near large

population centers. It is located south

of route 60, with access from state

routes 13 and 627.

KERR RESERVOIR: In cooperation with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

the Game Commission has developed managed dove fields on Corps' lands

bordering Kerr Reservoir, west of the Elm Hill tract. One is on Eastland Creek,

one near Soudan, and one between Banister River and route 716.

HAWFIELD: Through cooperative agreement with the owner, the Game Com-
mission exercises management responsibilities and operational control of public

recreational activities on the Hawfield estate which lies north of Unionville in

Orange County. Managed primarily as a field trial area, Hawfield supports ex-

cellent dove populations and is open to public dove hunting from opening day

until November 1.
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CUMBERLAND STATE FOREST: Several do^

have been developed on Cumberland State Forei

of route 60 three miles west of Cumberland

MILITARY RESERVATIONS: Through coop

Command public dove hunting is permitted on i

Bowling Green on routes 2 and 301, and on th (

Blackstone. Developed dove fields are more exte ii

abundant on Pickett. On the Marine Corps Sc

state 95 north of Fredericksburg, daily huntir

limited numbers of persons not stationed or e|)
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ASELECT number of fishermen possess an infinite quali-

ty, or qualities, that puts them in a class by them-

selves.

They're experts.

They share the same boat with other guys, often partake

of the same refreshments, breathe the same air—even use

the same lures. But they catch fish when their pals cannot.

And this can ruin the morale of their buddies.

What makes an expert? Is he born that way? Is it a gift?

Let's take a close look at one of these pros. John Donald

Fitzgerald, Jr., of Roanoke, who well may be the best bass

fisherman in Southwest Virginia—maybe the whole state.

He's an average-looking fellow in his 40's. He's mar-

ried and the father of two daughters and one son. He's

taught them all to fish—even his wife, Margaret.

He prides himself in being a "railroad man."

When he has caught 30 bass, and a companion has land-

ed only 5, he doesn't boast about it or rub it in. He'll even

give fish to the less fortunate fellow, if he wants them to

take some home.

It is not unusual for Fitzgerald to visit an impoundment
such as .Smith Mountain Lake in Southwest Virginia and

hook a tubful of fish. One day this spring he caught 35

largemouths. He kept none of them. He fishes for fun.

He is a "purist"—almost. He disdains live bait for bass

fishing as if worms and minnows were against the law.

But he's not beyond sticking on a minnow for crappie, if

they won't go for one of his small jigs.

Watching this man work a rod and reel almost will make
a partner want to give up casting, just to keep his eyes

glued on Fitzgerald.

^^x

John Fltigerald, Roanoke, expert fisherman.

ai tAtii^e^ an Sx/iel/f
By OZZIE WORLEY
Roanoke, Virginia

He can "smell" the presence of fish. He can catch fish from a boat, tie up the boat, go ashore

i_->««(*;
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Once you reach the appointed site for a day's angling

with him. be it a cove on Smith Mountain Lake, a finger of

Philpott Reservoir, or a wide place in the James River,

better put your rod together en route. Fitzgerald will be

ready.

He uses two 7-foot spinning rods, both armed with open-

faced reels.

He contends that you can "smell"' the presence of fish,

and maybe that's part of his secret. However, when he

wrinkles his nose and suggests "there they are," all some

of his friends come up with is a clogged schnozzle.

In his commodious tackle box are lures ranging from a

"fish cake"' to a "devil's riding horse." That last thing

catches bass, too

—

FOR HIM. And the lure is not much more

than a painted stick of light wood.

Typically, hell have a topwater lure such as a torpedo

on one rod and a deeper runner like a plastic worm on

the other. The bass seem to think that the fake worm when
offered by him is an improvement over the real thing.

He may toss out a jointed minnow and latch onto a fine

bass on the very first effort. A companion, seeing the results,

may tie on the same kind of lure. But usually only the water

laps at the latter.

By this time, Fitzgerald has switched over to his auxiliary

rod, that now may have a "water dog" dangling from it.

It's commonplace for him to get another strike while his

companion still is jerking his jointed minnow along un-

productively.

Fitzgerald catches bass at the edges of weed beds, in the

shallows, on the points, in the deep water—possibly even

in his bathtub.

He fishes 12 months of the year. Cold snaps do not deter

him. He simply wraps himself in a fur-trimmed jacket with

hood that would do any Eskimo proud.

He can be fishing from a boat toward the shore of a lake,

and catch fish. He can tie up the boat, go ashore, fling a

plug toward the spot where the boat's just been—and hook

bass right there.

Hooking less than 25 bass a day is a failure for him. His

day begins at 4 a.m. and ends at 6 p.m.

Despite the rather obvious fishing ability of this man,

he would blush a deep crimson if anybody accused him of

being an "expert." But, nevertheless, that's what he is.

His ascent to this classification most likely began in the

late 30's and early 40's when he was a lad in Botetourt

County. Using much less sophisticated tackle than now, he

fished Back Creek at the village of Lithia, his homeplace,

for trout. He fished the James near Buchanan for small-

mouth bass and sunfish—and anything else that dared come
near his bait.

After high school, and a stint in the Navy during World
War II. Fitzgerald began his "railroading" as a telegrapher

for the Norfolk and Western Railway Company. He worked

at stations from HoUins to Shenandoah Junction.

Now he has advanced to the post of chief dispatcher of

trains on the N&W's Shenandoah Division. He rarely fishes

at the end of a working day. He devotes his days off to this

—all of them—because, he says, you need a full day to

"fish right."

Ask him why he is such a proficient angler, and he'd

probably reply quite honestly that he didn't know.

But those who've watched him develop from the stick

pole stage to spinning rods think they have the answers.

Fitzgerald has banked a million dollars worth of knowl-

edge about fish in his 40-odd years. He knows where they

like to hang out and where they don't. He knows what

they'll savor and what they won't.

He doesn't waste time with places and lures that he

knows will not produce. And—don't overlook that faculty

of his to smell out fish!

Some friends, in jest, have accused him of being a modern

day Pied Piper of Hamlin, except that he charms fish in-

stead of rodents.

Guys who have fished with him won't take any bets that

he isn't.

fling a plug toward the spot where the boat's just been, and hook bass right there.
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The Role of
Forest Openings

By E. V. RICHARDS
Wildlife Staff Assistant

George Washington National Forest

THE deer hunter was motionless as he leaned against

the large white oak. Momentarily he rested his eyes

from the strain and concentration of watching the

forest opening ahead of him. The gray shadows of early

morning still lay across the area. He recalled his scouting of

the area the previous weekend and how the well traveled

deer paths followed the contours of the ridge to the forest

opening. But it was the plentiful deer signs—^the close crop-

ping of the clover and grass and heavily browsed maple,

dogwood, and black gum sprouts along the clearing edge

that made him select the white oak for his deer stand. It

was a good deer stand he thought—just a matter of time!

He waited. It was opening day.

This little story is repeated many times every hunting

season in the mountainous areas of Virginia.

Hunters soon learn that forest openings have a special

attraction for wild animals. Game use is more concentrated

and hunting opportunities usually better near an opening

than in deep forest conditions.

But what is the role of a forest opening? Forest openings

are necessary for the optimum use of the forest environment

by wildlife. Birds and animals depend upon breaks in the

forest canopy to supply much of their basic requirements

for feeding, nesting, and resting.

Openings in the forest have always been created through

natural means, such as fire, windstorm, and disease. Early

man recognized the value of such openings for his food.

Indians created and maintained openings through the

periodic use of lire.

Here in Virginia and throughout the Appalachians, large

blocks of mountain forest land, mostly in pole size timber,

contain few openings. The resulting continuous hardwood
forest with dense canopy shades out all but the most tolerant

undergrowth. Game populations do exist in these areas but

not to the optimum numbers possible through habitat im-

provement.

High animal populations are possible where the basic

needs of feeding, resting, and nesting are available within

the cruising radius of the animals.

Forest openings or clearings supply these requirements

largely through the forest edge provided along their per-

imeters. "Forest edge" is the zone of transition between

field and forest. This key portion of the overall forest en-

vironment provides a diversity of wildlife food and cover

found no other place. Here grass, forbs, shrubs, and small

trees occur.

This vegetative zone receives the right amount of sunlight

to stimulate fruiting of sun-loving vines, shrubs, and in-

tolerant trees. It is an area of high food production in

berries, nuts, seeds, and insect life. It offers adequate pro-

tection from predators.

On the George Washington and Jefferson National Forest

over 5,000 wildlife clearings are managed to serve the

needs of wildlife. Most are under management as permanent
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food plots.

These areas are periodically seeded to grass, legume or

grain mixtures, limed, and fertilized as part of the co-

operative wildlife program in which the U. S. Forest Service

and Virginia Game Commission are partners. Once grass

and clover sods are established, the areas are periodically

mowed and topdressed to maintain their usefulness.

Many hundreds of acres of temporary forest openings

result from National Forest timber sales each year. Some
are created from fire, blowdown. or insect damage. All such

openings are temporary and will eventually revert back

through plant succession to tree growth. Their value to

wildlife is greatest during the first 10 years.

Additional forest openings in the form of developed

recreation areas, pipelines, gaslines. roads, and other special

uses all provide forest edge and are an important part of

the forest habitat. These areas are heavily used by wildlife.

Openings made for game's benefit should be 1 to 5 acres

in size and spaced at intervals of one-fourth to one-half mile

apart to be most beneficial. Long linear clearings are more

desirable than block type openings because of the additional

forest edge resulting. In general, irregular shaped, elongated

openings will serve the needs of wildlife best.

Forest openings in the Appalachian mountain area of Vir-

ginia provide the following benefits:*

"1) Forage. Openings furnish forage for deer, turkey,

grouse, and rabbits. Deer use is seasonal but any food

utilized from the clearing places an equivalent amount of

native food in reserve.

"2) Turkey and grouse nesting sites. Nests are seldom

found in the clearing itself but few nests are ever located

far from an opening of some sort.

"3) Insects for young turkeys and grouse. Young birds

require the high protein diet afforded by insects such as

inhabit openings. Grasshoppers, beetles, and leaf hoppers

are heavily used.

"4) Perimeters of clearings seed in to fruit-bearing plants.

Areas maintained over a period of years will permit plants

such as viburnums, vacciniums, cornus, etc.. to become

established, forming the highly desirable 'edge effect.' This

ultimately results in three cover types in immediate se-

quence: namely, forest, shrubs, and annuals.

"5) Clearings implement the deer harvest. Bow and gun

hunters frequent clearing areas and a large segment of the

harvest is taken in proximity to clearings.

"6) Clearings often double for dispersed camping areas.

Sportsmen use them heavily. Often wildlife clearings are

used by the general public as overflow areas, when regular

camping areas are filled."

•John McLaughlin, Wildlife Values of Sod Clearings, unpublished.

Forest clearings produce high game populations because the diversity

of food and cover provided by the forest edge along their perimeters

Is found in no other place.

Leonard L. Rue III photo



WOODCHUCKS THE

HARD

WAY

By DAVID MYERS
Lignum

'* 'm.
Commission photo by Kesteloo

SENSING danger, the woodchuck halted his feeding and

rose to an upright position for a glance at his sur-

roundings. Seeing nothing, however, he resumed his

feeding. Not thirty yards away, behind a slight rise in the

ground, a hunter raised his rifle and fired.

In recent years there has been much written about hunt-

ing woodchucks, or groundhogs as they are commonly

called. Most of these stories describe hunters using souped-

up rifles, and powerful scopes. Although woodchucks have

been killed at fantastic ranges with these rifles, many peo-

ple can't aff^ord them and are forced to use the small, cheap

.22 rifle which is seldom accurate at more than a hundred

yards.

With a .22 it is necessary to stalk your game until you

are close enough for a shot. Many people claim that they

find it almost impossible to do this, but by following a

few simple steps it can become easy.

A groundhog, like most other animals, cannot distinguish

a motionless man from a tree or fence post. Therefore, it

is generally easy to stalk them.

The first step to the stalk is to find a feeding groundhog.

You should always try to get a fence row or a hill between

you and the groundhog before beginning your stalk, but

many times this is not possible.

If there is no cover near, and it is necessary to make your

stalk through an open field, here is what you should do.

After spotting your quarry, begin to walk directly toward

him. It is best to walk at a slow, steady pace until you

are about two hundred yards from him. When you reach

this distance, begin taking only a few steps when the

groundhog drops his head to feed. When he raises it to

look around, you should become as still as possible. Using

this method you can usually get within fifty yards, which

is close enough for a shot.

If the groundhog does see you and enters his hole, you

should move slowly and quietly to within twenty yards

of his hole and take a seat. In a few minutes the ground-

hog will usuaUy pop up his head for another look.

Although this method is very eff^ective. some groundhogs

that have been hunted and shot at before are too smart to

fall for it. I have often hunted wise old chucks everyday

for as long as two weeks before I could get a shot. Even

then, I found it necessary to crawl.

I will admit that my method is much harder than that

of the long-range shooters, but it also is much more exciting.

Try it, and I think you'll agree.
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Modern Wildlife Law Enforcement Po!icy

(Continued from page 9)

the panacea of all game management ills.

While infatuated with a new idea, we had a tendency to

decrease emphasis in, or even abandon, the old ones.

We ran through the era of the refuge concept where

we expected areas under complete protection to overflow

and populate the surrounding countryside with game.

When this did not do the complete job, we mounted the

idea of the game farm and fish hatchery and flooded areas

and waters with captive-reared game and fish without any

regard whatever to carrying capacity or ecology. By and

large we found that these plump grain-fed bobwhite quail

did not have what it took to be suddenly evicted from their

comfortable cages with a task before them greater than

that which rested upon their wild predecessors, namely, to

hang on when the environment was not suitable.

The next steed that we mounted was the one that captured

the imagination of conservationists the world over—the

white stallion of habitat improvement. We believed that if

we planted food and cover plants in abundance we would

have wildlife populations that would compare with the

buffalo herds of years past. Our results in this respect really

were largely gratifying, but we finally came face to face with

the fact that wildlife, unlike its domestic counterpart, will

only tolerate a certain degree of crowding, and that, after

all, one quail per acre on a large tract is exceptionally good.

In many cases we were distressed to find that our pains-

taking efforts were completely annulled by poachers, and

in some cases free running dogs. We have seen, first hand,

where deer were stocked on management areas affording

ideal range only to see these efforts go down the drain for

lack of adequate protection. We have seen deer herds on

these same areas flourish when adequate protection was

finally provided. From this, we learned that, in many cases,

to establish a deer herd we had to first start with a man
and nurture the new herd under his protective influence.

There is no intention here on my part to degrade any of

the management tools already mentioned. We have found

valuable use for each and every one of them when used in

a balanced management effort. There is even hope for the

pen-reared bird under some circumstances with newly gain-

ed knowledge. We have come to a healthy modern concept

where management, enforcement, and public education is

like a three-legged stool; all legs are essential and each is

dependent on the others.

While the attention of the public has been captured by

the more glamorous facets of our programs, our enforce-

ment divisions have been busy behind the scenes, training,

upgrading, equipping and in some cases even purging our-

selves, so that we stand ready and able to occupy our right-

ful place with the other professionals, knowing that our

presence on the team is essential. Hut the man who said

there is nothing new under the sun was not far wrong.

Every one of us can name old school game wardens who
lived by our present motives and concepts. Wildlife law

enforcement does not have a new concept but merely a

new look. We have helped change our image through im-

proved recruitment procedures, improved pre-service and

inservice training, better salaries and higher quality equip-

ment and uniforms, and higher performance standards. In

spite of these advancements, however, the essential elements

in insuring compliance with wildlife conservation laws are

basically unchanged.

The task of providing our people with as much of the

wildlife resource as possible, and still being conservative

enough to insure its continuance, is a difficult balance to

maintain. In pure resource management, our organizations

have tended to be too liberal on some occasions. These
occasions have not been critical, because the renewable
resources with which we deal are extremely resilient. If we
overharvest one element of the resource through too liberal

a season, or experience a poor breeding season, we can

recover the next year in many cases with more restrictive

regulations backed up, of course, with good enforcement.

Commission photo by Kesteloo

Regulations, and their enforcement, help equalize opportunities to share

in and enjoy the utilization of the resource.

Unfortunately, this pattern does not exist when we become
too liberal in our enforcement thinking. We have already

seen what can result when a group of citizens decide which
are good laws and which are not and adjust their deport-

ment accordingly. We would like to think that our people

would respect conservation laws because of their reverence

for life; but up to here, for .some people, there seems to be

no learning process quite as effective as a day in court.

There are tendencies toward the issuing of warning tickets

in some camps, particularly in regard to our boating laws.

So far. the nearest that Virginia has come to this idea was

in the initial weeks of the enactment of the safe boating

act. This act became effective July 1, 1960, and at that

very moment, there were thousands of boats on our waters

which suddenly came under its provisions. We sincerely

believed that the boating public simply had to have time

to learn these laws and adjust themselves to them. Statewide

educational campaigns were initiated through every edu-

cational medium available. Our men were then instructed

to issue summons only in extremely flagrant cases. Thus,

for a brief period, we did have a verbal warning system,

but its effects could have been predicted by almost anyone

who was oriented toward law enforcement. Some people did
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comply, but many did not, and were the subject of not one

but repeated warnings. It was not until our officers were

instructed to enforce the full extent of the boat laws that a

reasonable degree of compliance was obtained. In this case,

it had to do with some of the most sensible laws as we have

on the books—those designed literally to save lives.

A system of verbal or written warnings in a law enforce-

ment effort has three main areas of risk:

1. It is nearly impossible to instruct officers in such a way

that they will be uniform in the issuance of warnings. It is

difficult enough for human beings to be uniform in the

way they enforce the letter of the law.

2. It breeds inequality of treatment toward offenders. It

takes little imagination to visualize one person's response

upon receiving a summons when he knows of another per-

son who, under similar circumstances, received a warning

from another officer.

3. It is an encroachment on the judiciary because it places

the officer in the seat of judgment when he must decide

which person will feel the bare fangs of the law, and which

will be left to boast to his fellows. "I talked him out of that

one.

In our efforts to be firm and uncompromismg m our

*
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enforcement also Insures that those who enjoy the sport pay the

bill for management of the resource.

handling of law infractions, we are certainly not to en-

courage the trouble seeking, bullying, "bounty hunter" type

of officer, but the odds against us are such that we can

scarcely risk experimentation with leniency.

When we compare our tasks and our accomplishments

with those of officers who have broad police powers, we
have very little for which to apologize. For instance, com-

pare the ratio of police to population in some of our major

cities. In 1964 Rochester had one police officer for each

608 citizens. Philadelphia had one officer to every 364 peo-

ple in the city and New York City had one officer for every

306 people. Compare these figures with Virginia's one game
warden to over 4,000 licensed sportsmen.

We are told that our nation's crime rate has increased

about eight times as fast as the population increase in

recent years, and yet no game department in the country

has experienced that kind of a setback. Doubtless, one rea-

son for this is that it is not generally possible for a real

criminal element to make much quick, easy money by

poaching game or fish. On the other hand, we all know
too well that people who would never dream of shoplifting,

or breaking into a service station, will break a game law.

Most all of our departments have shown a gradual in-

crease in the annual number of court cases their officers

make. This is primarily due to an annual increase in the

number of sportsmen, and a steady process of self-improve-

ment on the part of the individual wardens.

My whole point here is that the odds against us are in-

creasing, with a mobile, growing public who has more
leisure time than any other group of people in the world.

For more reasons than we can enumerate here, we have to

face the fact that we now have about as many game wardens

as we will have for the next several years. We can only sea-

son, equip, train and educate up to a certain degree of

effectiveness. When we reach this point, from where will

the added assistance come to keep us abreast of a rapidly

growing interest in hunting, fishing and boating?

I see only one possible source, and that is from the frac-

tion of the public with which we constantly deal.

As far as the chronic violator is concerned, let's face it,

we are destined to live with him the rest of our lives for,

after all, he has been here since Cain killed Abel and the

best that we can hope for is that we can be a deterrent to

his overall effect. By definition he is an outlaw, and is to be

dealt with as such.

But who are the other people that are part of the prob-

lem instead of part of the solution? They are members of

a famous skeet team of a few years back, who were caught

whetting up their shooting eyes by killing a couple of

bushels of doves. They are the community leaders and pillars

of our local churches who feel that they hunt so infrequent-

ly that it doesn't really matter if they take a couple of birds

over the limit, or stomp that third wood duck into the

marsh. They are the fine, otherwise honest people, who

simply don't realize that our bag limits are set on the

gamble that every hunter will not attain his season limit.

It is in these people that our hope rests, and through

some means that has eluded us thus far we must reach them

in such a way that they will begin to exhibit uncompromising

social disapproval toward anyone who violates the con-

servation laws, and be willing to stand up in court and

demonstrate that disapproval.

In summary, modern wildlife law enforcement policy

should be to strive to obtain absolute compliance with

conservation laws, through persuasion where possible, but

by force of law when necessary; and to strive continually

to improve its capability to achieve this objective through

constant improvement in recruitment, training, equipment

and supervision. Administrative policy at the highest level

must recognize that enforcement is the co-equal of the

other phases of wildlife management; is worthy of pro-

fessional status in its own right; and is fully justified in

employing modern police methods and techniques adopted

to its peculiar needs.
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Grey-Coats at Appomattox (Continued from page 5)

field were smaller and llyinj; over me less frequently.

Most of the birds had had a couple of shots their way
by now which caused them to become gun shy and fly

higher. Since I had an open-choked gun, I moved over

closer to the tree line where the doves were coming
into the field. They were still flying fairly low over the

trees before anyone shot at them, and the weeds kept me
well hidden.

I heard Frank shoot in the other field; turning in that

direction I saw a pair of birds coming over the woods be-

tween the two fields. They dipped down as if to land but

instead turned and started out of the cornfield in my di-

rection. As if drawn by a magnet, they flew straight towards

the trees behind my stand. I crouched in the weeds as low

as possible and froze. On they came, not veering one way
or the other as I cocked the hammer. When they were

within thirty yards. I rose and fired at the bird on the right.

He fell and the other immediately veered to my left as I

shucked another shell into the '97. I swung and caught

up with him just before he got over the line of trees. This

was my first double of the day! Before I congratulated my-
self. I decided I'd better find those birds. The first dove fell

about fifteen yards in front of me ; consequently, he was
fairly easy to find in the weeds. Luckily. I had marked the

second bird that dropped to my left; because he was lying

embedded in a tall patch of grass.

I usually have a lot of trouble shooting doubles because

I'm afraid one of the birds will be lost. If I try to see where
the first bird falls, I'm too slow on the swing and shoot

behind the second. If I disregard the first and drop the

second, the first bird usually becomes lost; therefore, I

rarely attempt to shoot two at a time unless the field is

fairly open and someone can help me spot the fallen birds.

Watkins had remained by the telephone pole in the

middle of the field the whole afternoon. F'rom this vantage

point he could see doves coming over the trees into the field

long before I could. Watkins would yell, "Over the trees."

and I'd get ready. Several times birds came over me, but I

wasn't quick enough. The doves would be over me and
gone while I shot yards behind them. I moved ten yards

further away from the tree line, which gave me more time

to swing on the incoming birds, but it was quite a while

before I got an opportunity to see if I'd alloted myself

enough room. Finally a pair came over the trees about ten

yards to my left. I raised the gun to my shoulder, swung
past the front bird and squeezed. The other dove dropped!

Frank remarked, "Good shot!" as he approached the stand.

I replied. "Yea, it was great except I shot at the other

dove." After laughing he suggested, "Maybe you had better

lead those doves a little more. Dad and I limited so I

thought I'd see how you were doing,'' Frank added as he

sat down. The doves seemed to have finished feeding and

stopped coming into the field altogether; finally a single

came over the treetops towards me. This time I did lead

the bird enough and dropped it. Having finished out my
limit we both walked back to the truck as Mr. Hanenkrat

appeared with Jessie Osborne. Everyone agreed the shoot

had been enjoyable, and most of us had limited. Finally

Frank suggested. "Dad. how about emptying your pockets

and counting your shells.' Mr. Hanenkrat insisted we do

the same. Mr. Hanenkrat pulled out four shells. Frank

produced thirteen, and I held seven. We had ribbed Frank's

father earlier about taking one box of shells. But lo and

behold he had killed twelve doves with twenty-one shells!

Frank had used one and one half boxes for his limit. Mr.

Hanenkrat and Frank slapped me on the back and marvelled

how I had killed twelve birds with eighteen shots. Finally,

I admitted the seven shells were left from my second box!

Mr. Hanenkrat laughed and said, "Well, join us Monday
and we'll have another shoot." I eagerly replied. "Wild

horses couldn't keep me away." But. that's another story.

Cuck OH 'Doves
SHOW me a fellow who can bag a limit of doves in as

many shots and I'll show you a likely candidate to

lurk out on the Irish Sweepstakes. That's not to say

llial know-how and shooting skill don't favor hitting doves.

They do. But misses—and they come regularly on a dove

stand—are an embarrassing experience for a great host of

scattergunners.

If you're a crack wing shot, as most of us are v<'illing

to concede under dire( t questioning and in private, then the

thing remaining to improve your score is to improve your

luck. According to shooting experts in Remington Arms
(Company, you can do this by following the same approach

used by the successful businessman who discovered—as you

will recall—that the harder he worked the luckier he got.

And so, here are a few lips to improve your luck on doves:

Before rushing out on the first hunt of the season, take

a day or two in advance to powder a few clay pigeons.

This is not so much to improve on an already adequatt;

marksmanship, but it's best not to gamble on the ill luck

of starting out with equi|)menl that may not be funclioning

to perfection.

Try to get in a hunt early in the season. The dove

population then is made up largely of young birds. They're

not as lucky as the old ones and they can't fly as fast. Also,

they're less wary. It all helps your score.

If you've been using regular field loads on these darting

targets, try switching to the heavy field load. In 12 gauge

and size ^o shot, the \^/\ ounce load gives you 50 more pel-

lets than the standard 1% ounce package. They could be the

lucky 50 that arrive on a collision course with the bird

ahead of the trailing bundle of about 460 pellets. And later

in the season, when the lucky survivors have learned to

fishtail while flying downwind, that shot pattern has got

to move faster. The Express load has three-quarters of a

dram more |)ush than regular field loads. It can make the

difference between barely missing and barely hitting.

Finally, some hunters find that their luck improves if

they use some sort of concealment in a dove field. They don't

get the high and wide shots that challenge their partners on

tiptoes and as c()ns]ji(Uous as a fly in a crock of cream.

But a dove skimming over a fencerow hedge or a fodder

blind can be a fair target, too.

The country over it's amazing that twenty million doves

manage to run afoul of hunters. All considered, it must

mean that quite a few hunters are good shots and lucky

enough not to want for inside advice. As for the unlucky

doves, they continue t(t increase their numbers in spite

of overwlielmiii" misfortune.
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By DR. J. J. MURRAY
Lexington

NOT a few of our birds take their common names from

states, although usually the bird is no more common
in its name place than in neighboring states. Many

species of birds vary a little in their different geographical

areas, with local names for the varieties, such as Florida

crow or Florida nighthawk. These, however, are considered

only local races of the same species and not separate species

at all.

Carolina, with no distinction between North and South

Carolina, although the origin of the names was in South

Carolina, leads all states in the number of real species

carrying the state name. We have Carolina parakeet (now

extinct), Carolina rail (or sora), Carolina chickadee, Caro-

lina wren, and Carolina junco. Virginia has just one, the

Virginia rail. There is a Virginia's warbler, but it is a

bird of the Rocky Mountains, and the name is not for a

state but for the wife of the man who discovered it.

Other species of birds in the eastern United States which

carry state names are Connecticut warbler, Florida gallinule,

Louisiana waterthrush. Mississippi kite. Tennessee warbler,

and the Kentucky warbler which we are considering this

month.

The Kentucky warbler is found at lower elevations almost

throughout the eastern United States. It nests as far west

as Nebraska and Wisconsin, as far north as the Hudson

Valley, as far south as from east Texas across to northern

Georgia. In the state for which it is named it is generally

common in summer. It occurs all over Virginia, but is

generally from uncommon to scarce. It is fairly common
around Richmond, much less so toward the coast and in

the Valley. On the 1966 foray of the Virginia Society of

Ornithology we found it rather common in the Abingdon

area at lower elevations.

This bird may easily be missed where it occurs. For one

thing, its song may be confused with that of the Carolina

wren, although it does not have the variety which that

bird's song displays. Then too, the Kentucky warbler spends

its time near the ground in rather thick undergrowth. I

have followed a singing bird for a long time in the thick

brush before actually seeing it. The loud and ringing song

has been described by Dr. Frank Chapman as "tur-dle, tur-

dle, tur-dle."

The Kentucky warbler is olive-green in color above,

while below it is bright yellow. The head is very definitely

marked, with a yellow line from the bill over and behind

the eye, the top of the head in front and the area below the

eye and on the side of the throat black.

The nest is set on the ground. It is made of dead leaves

and lined with grass and fine materials. Four or five eggs

are laid, dull white, marked with spots or blotches of

brown and reddish. As is the case with many ground nests,

the color of the eggs merges so well with their surroundings

that the nest is hard to find.
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Wardens Participate in Fairfax

Sport and Outdoor Show

i

Game Wardens Frank Settle and Otis C.
Crowther tell Bobby Myers of Fairfax County
about the importance of conserving game and
waterfowl for the enjoyment of future genera-

tions of Virginians.

Game wardens in Northern Virginia

designed and manned a spacious exhibit

of the 3rd Annual Sport and Outdoor

Show in Fairfax, which was visited by

more than 3,500 people. The event is

sponsored by the National Bank of Fair-

fax. Wardens Frank Settle, Otis Crow-

ther, Darrell Ferrell, Donald Zepp. Ro-

land Eagar and Ralph Holdaway, and

Game Warden Supervisor Fred Firown

manned the exhibit to explain to the

public the importance of the work which

the Commission is doing to preserve

Virginia's fish and wildlife, the scientific

experiments continuously being conduct-

ed, and the efTorts being made to intro-

duce new species of fish and bird life

to Virginia.

The U. S. Coast Guard also exhibited

at the show. They featured information

on Virginia harbors, proper handling of

small craft in open waters, and made
available information on scenic boat-

ing trips in the Chesapeake Bay area.

H. Wise Kelly, Jr., president of The

National Bank of Fairfax, stated the

idea for having a sport and outdoor

show was conceived several years ago

by members of his bank's staff who felt

that with increasing urbanization taking

place in Virginia and especially in Fair-

fax County, it was essential that the

public be made aware of the splendid

opportunities available to them in Vir-

ginia for the whole family to enjoy

the out-of-doors. From this idea, the

project grew to the point where over 25

local merchants are now participating

in the event. One merchant, James Wells,

whose hobby is restoring musical in-

struments, provided music for the oc-

casion with his completely restored

1922 Wurlitzer calliope, while other

merchants donated food, dairy products

and door prizes.

Because of the tremendous community

interest shown in this, Kelly has already

begun making plans for next year's

show. He hopes to feature information

on Virginia's outdoor recreational fa-

cilities ranging from the Seashore State

Park at Cape Henry to Hungry Mother

State Park over in the Southwest.

Stern Named DU Chairman for

Virginia

Henry F. Stern of Hichniond has been

named Virginia State Chairman of

Ducks Unlimited, replacing Jack D.

Lewis, also of Richmond, who was

~'"
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named to the DU National Board of

Trustees. Stern is a well-known real

estate developer and is past president

of the Richmond Chapter of the Izaak

Walton League of America. In announc-

ing the appointment DU Executive Vice-

President Dale E. Whitesell reported

that during 1966 Virginia contributed

over $12,000 to DU's "duck factory"

programs.

Martins Move In

#
In 1963 C. B. Curtis of Fredericksburg put up

a martin box and enticed 3 pairs of martins

to nest in it. Since that time he has been

adding units and enticing new tenants until

he now has approximately 75 pairs in 6 houses.

Since the martins moved in, his yard has re-

mained free of insects. He finds he doesn't

even have to use sprays or dusts on his gardens.

Virginia Smallbore Outdoor
Position Team

Pictured above are the members of the 1967

Virginia Smallbore Outdoor Position Team as

they fired in the National Rifle Association

National Postal Matches held at the Lafayette

Gun Club Range July 8. In the front row, left

to right, are R. A. Strong of Alexandria, R.

L. Previs of West Point, Cheryl A. Turner of

Fort Lee, W. M. Vance of Hopewell, E. J. Van

Zade of Alexandria and in the back row. Col.

M. E. Kaiser of Arlington, D. M. Turner of

Fort Lee, J. W. Courtney, Jr. of West Point,

W. E. Parks of Langley A. F. B., and R. P.

Carter of Alexandria. The total team score was

2807-79X.
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Boys' Forestry Camp
Receiving scholarships for forestry

accomplishments during the preceding

year, one hundred two Virginia boys,

aged 14-18, attended the 22nd annual

Boys' Forestry Camp held June 26

through July 1 at Holiday Lake on the

Buckingham-Appomattox State Forest.

Professional foresters from the pulp

and paper industry and the Virginia Di-

vision of Forestry, along with Hal W.
Myers. Jr.. Game Commission district

biologist, handled camp instruction.

Courses included forest fire control,

timber harvesting, wood preservation,

timber measuring and marketing, forest

management, tree identification, forest

insects and diseases, and wildlife man-

agement. Counsellors were vocational

agriculture instructors provided through

the State Department of Education.

Holiday Lake Camp is financed by

Virginia pulpwood-using industries,

sponsored by the Southern Pulpwood

Conservation Association, and managed

by the Virginia Division of Forestry,

whose chief of forestry relations, Mr.

E. E. Rodger, acted as camp director.

Rifles were awarded to Ronnie Aylor

of Madison County and James Tate of

Caroline County for best camper and

best academic score respectively. Nine-

teen other pieces of sporting equipment,

such as hunting knife, vest, and fishing

reel, were presented for excellence in

class work and sports events.

4-H'ers at Abingdon Center

.4fe'r^

While attending the Southwest Virginia 4-H
Center at Abingdon the last week of June,

these young Wythe, Grayson and Carroll

County campers completed a hunter safety

class instructed by Game Commission Area
Patrol Leader Roy Smith and State Game
Warden Norman O. Cole. Camp ofRcers in-

cluded Curtis Addison, camp manager, and
Jerry Miller, program director, both of Abing-
don; H. S. Widener, agricultural extension

agent, Hlllsville; and Robert L. Francis, camp
director, Wytheville.

Nature Camp

A pause,

A change of pace.

That civilization might not carry us,

Hurrying,

Racing with progress.

From the land whence we came,

That we may not lose,

The God and His domain.

The meandering butterflies

In a field of sunny warmth.

The soft hushing of a stream,

In a solemn forest.

The smell of rain-fresh earth

Tinted with fragrant blossoms.

The whirring, flitting insects,

The musical early morning.

Life that is majestic, awesome.

Life that is small, perfect,

Discovery,

'"A sense of wonder,"

This,

This is Nature Camp.
—Susan Milius, Charlottesville

1966 Grade 7 Camper

Skillful Caller Bags Spring Gobbler

--«'i

Last spring Wlllard Campbell, Jr., of Lowes-

ville, killed this 20 pound turkey gobbler with

a 12 gauge double barrel shotgun loaded with

no. 4 magnum shells. He lured the bird with a

box-type caller to within 20 yards of the tree

he was using as a blind. The gobbler's beard

was 9'/2 inches long.

(ft (Bi

Warren and Rappahannock County Hunter Safety Course Graduates

Two hundred three students of Warren and Rappahannock County schools completed the hunter

safety classes instructed during February and March by State Game Wardens David R. Ramsey
and J. W. Simpson, with State Policeman J. C. Bell participating in some sessions. Classes

organized by Mr. Simpson and principals of the schools were sponsored by the Warren County
Board of Supervisors and the Rappahannock County Fish and Game Association. Warren County
High School had 51 course completions; John S. Mosby Academy, 15; Warren County Intermediate

School, 129 (In three groups); and Rappahannock County High, 8. At least five class sessions were

held at each school.

John S. Mosby Academy

Warren County Intermediate School,

Groups 1 and 2

^0^9^^^r^^^ f*

Warren County High School
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Showroom Bright

Many of the practices used to keep a

car "showroom bright" can be applied

with equal success to the upkeep of

boats.

If a hull is made of wood or fiber

glass, first clean the surface with a

detergent and rinse thoroughly. Next

apply a good quality paste or liquid

auto w ax. For a stubborn stain or grease

mark on a light-colored boat, use a good

pre-wax cleaner prior to applying the

wax. This cleaner will also do an ex-

cellent job of removing scum and oil

stains from the lower unit of an out-

board motor.

When waxing, remember to put a

good, slick coat on the bottom of the

hull. This not only helps in getting the

best possible speeds from the boat, but

also aids in retarding marine growth.

Inside the boat, always remove mud
and other stains on plastic upholstery

as soon as possible. If they are allowed

to remain, they may "set" and be ex-

tremely difficult to remove. To clean

the upholstery, use a soft bristle brush

and one of the special cleaners that

can be found in auto supply stores. Most

of these cleaners also contain ingredients

which soften the fabric and keep it

from cracking.

For plated fixtures, whether on the

inside or the outside of the boat, use a

chrome or metal cleaner and then fol-

low with a coat of wax. If using a paste

wax, it is often a good idea to allow

some of it to remain in screwhead open-

ings to help prevent water from seeping

in.

If the boat is powered by an out-

board motor, chetk it over for rust spots

or places where the paint has been

chipped or scratched. Touch up these

spots with paint. Marine dealers have

aerosol cans of paint that matches the

original color of the engine.

Once boat and motor are sparkling

bright they can be kept that way by

hosing with clean water after each day's

use.
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New Small Craft Nautical Chart
Announced for Virginia-N. C.

Coast

The publication of new small-craft

nautical chart 129-SC, covering the Vir-

ginia and North Carolina coasts from

Cape Henry to Oregon Inlet and Albe-

marle Sound, was announced recently

by the Coast and Geodetic Survey, an

agency of the Environmental Science

Services Administration, U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce.

The chart, at a scale of 1 :80,000 with

large-scale insets of active boating areas,

embraces the major recreational areas

of Virginia and North Carolina. These

include the nationally famous fishing

banks offshore and the sheltered waters

of Currituck. Pamlico and Albemarle

Sounds, frequented by small craft from

the entire Atlantic seaboard, as well

as many of the 123,250 registered small

boats of Virginia and North Carolina.

The new chart will provide recrea-

tional boaters and the 21-million-dollar

fishing industry with an accurate, up-

to-date chart designed for small boat

navigation. For the first time, large scale

nautical chart coverage will clearly de-

pict the improved channels and navi-

gational aids around historic Roanoke

Island.

The chart can be purchased for $1.50

from nautical chart agents or at a 20

percent discount if ordered in lots of

10 or more from the Coast and Geodetic

Survey, Washington Science Center,

Rockville, Md. 20852.

Virginia-North Carolina coast covered by new
Coast & Geodetic Survey small craft nautical Chart 129-SC.



Is this any way to treat your waterways?
Keep your home beautiful— keep America beautiful

You swim and fish and go boating on America's waterways. You
live there— they're part of your home. Why litter your home? Why
litter your America? Litter is ugly and unhealthy and dangerous.

Cleaning it up costs millions in taxes you help pay. Every litter

bit hurts you.

Litter doesn't throw itself away; litter doesn't just happen. People

cause it— and only people can prevent it. "People" means you.

Keep America Beautiful.



ASK YOUR TEACHER TO
ENTER YOUR SCHOOL NOW
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RULES
1. Students from all Virginia schools, grades 5-12

inclusive, are eligible.

2. Essays must be submitted through the schools

participating. To be eligible, schools must submit
an official entry card to receive materials.

3. Each essay submitted must indicate in the upper
right hand corner: County, City, School, School
Address, Principal, Grade, Name.

4. High school seniors competing for the scholar-

ship must submit a completed scholarship form,
obtainable from contest headquarters, attached
to their essays.

5. Essays should not exceed 750 words.
6. Essays will be judged on the basis of originality,

eflfort, grammar, expression and grasp of the
subject. Final judging will be made by a panel of

judges, representing the Commission of Game
and Inland Fisheries, the Virginia Division of

the Izaak Walton League of America, and the
Virginia State Department of Education.

7. All essays must be sent prepaid or delivered to

specified addresses and postmarked not later

than .January 13, 1968. For specific details see

"Instruction Sheet to Teacher" found in the ma-
terials packet.

8. School awards will be made for 100 per cent stu-

dent participation.

PRIZES

1 High School Senior Conservation Scholarship
$800.00.

8 Grand Prize Awards, $50.00 each, one to each
eligible grade.

8 Second Prizes, $25.00 each, one to each eligible

grade.
24 Third Prizes, $15.00 each, three to each eligible

grade.
24 Honorable Mention Prizes, $10.00 each, three to

each eligible grade.
Special Mention Prizes, $5.00 each, divided among
eligible grades in proportion to response.
School Awards.
The Scholarship Winner and the Eight (irand Prize
Winners will come to Richmond as guests of honor of
the sponsors and will have their awards presented to

(hem by the Governor. Others will be given their
awards in their schools.
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